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Julika Rudelius
Leo Koenig, Inc.
Titled “Rituals of Capitalism,” Julika
Rudelius’s mesmerizing exhibition included a pair of two-channel video installations exploring the erotics of two
very different groups of youthful
males—American would-be statesmen
and Chinese garment-district workers.
Rites of Passage (2008) is a series of partially staged interactions recording improvised dialogues between Washington,
D.C., politicians and prospective interns,
who have recently graduated from prestigious Ivy League colleges. Inside lush
offices and lounges adorned with wood
paneling and leather furniture, aspirants
with red lips and unlined faces express
their desire to be leaders who could
somehow improve the world, while their
care-worn elders provide lessons in the
mechanics of gaining followers, as if
power is all that matters. Accompanying
the video’s emphasis on physical proximity is the suggestion of masculine
teacher-student love affairs.
Rituals of Capitalism (2012), by contrast, is set in the frantic environment of
commercial Guangzhou. In poses more
commonly associated with feminine seduction, indolent young men sporting
trendy dyed hairstyles stand in front of
traffic-clogged streets, recline over plastic-wrapped pillows, and wrestle atop
piles of fabric within a chaotic garment
district overflowing with colorful goods.
Spectators shower money on a woman in
a cheap karaoke lounge as she sings on a
makeshift stage in front of a metallic curtain. A street magician in an alley
demonstrates a trick that seems to multiply the denomination of a small bill one
hundred times.

These working-class Chinese consumers
seem to rely on the materialistic ethos
that ultimately motivates the middleaged men in Rudelius’s other video. The
hidden mechanics of power, the fleeting
beauty of youth, and the illusory value of
money were hauntingly brought together.
—Elisabeth Kley

Jordi Alcaraz
Tomlinson Kong Contemporary
Jordi Alcaraz’s deeply emotional and
cerebral show, “Deixants I Portes” (Wakes
and Doors), featured nearly two dozen
paintings and a few sculptures. The Catalan artist uses simple, inexpensive materials and builds his own heavy wooden
frames. Tearing, gouging, and burning
through the thin paper and cardboard of
his booklike assemblages, Alcaraz reveals

each layer as a way of producing “drawings.” His enigmatic markings are made
with ink, glass, staples, and bits of wire,
effectively challenging the viewer to
write the story. Alcaraz manipulates the
glass or acrylic he uses to protect each
piece, adding shadows, lines, and an unexpected depth.
Llibre D’astronomía (II), 2012, is a tattered book, crudely bound with butcher’s
string. Its pages, all lacking text, are
marked with large pools of black paint
that form a constellation of sorts. But the
acrylic covering has been melted inward,
making these “stars” look more like black
holes in space.
Alcaraz introduces an additional dimension to his sculptures by engaging
the acrylic of the vitrines that contain
them. A molded paraffin headlike shape
in Somiar (Dream), 2012, pushes against
the side of the vitrine, as if trying to escape from a nightmare. It’s a subtle, yet
arresting, gesture.
One of the more minimal works in the
show was Procés Per Fixar Idees (I),
2012. The book’s images are composed
of bits of broken acrylic, stapled to its
pages or affixed with wire. One illegible
word, written in soft pencil, is the only
text in evidence. The book appears to
have exploded in a violent way, spitting
out bits of broken acrylic and staples,
suggesting a possible story line yet to be
written. It clearly reflects Alcaraz’s particularly Catalan surrealist bent.
—Annette M. Rose-Shapiro

Jordi Alcaraz, Procés Per Fixar Idees (I), 2012, book, staples, and acrylic, 243⁄4'' x 32 3⁄4''.
Tomlinson Kong Contemporary.
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